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Welcome to the Lebanese Academy of Fine Arts! 

If you have decided to complete your training within the framework 
of the exchange program, this manual is designed to make your life 
easier. 

It will provide you with user friendly access to your studies, give you 
practical details about your stay at ALBA and show you how to adapt 
to your daily life in Lebanon.

In this booklet you will learn about our internal rules and regulations, 
our campus services, accommodation, catering services, and 
specific characteristic of our country.

Below is also a little history of ALBA which stands as a leader in 
education in Lebanon for innovation and excellence.

Once again, welcome!

André Bekhazi

Word from the Dean
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Alexis Boutros’ lifetime dream had been to give his young countrymen the means for 
developing their artistic talents. Undeterred in his will to do that, and because music 
was his passion, in 1937 he created the AMA: Association des Musiciens Amateurs 
(Association of Amateur Musicians). In time, it became the Académie libanaise des 
Beaux-Arts, the oldest national institution of higher education in Lebanon. 
An efficient and ambitious engineer, Alexis Boutros was also an excellent cello 
player. He set up an orchestra and conducted a choir composed solely of amateurs. 
He led them in performances in Lebanon and in neighboring countries, and they 
were acclaimed by an enthusiastic audience. 

While Lebanon was striving to muster its citizens under the same banner and to 
obtain and consolidate its independence, Alexis Boutros founded an Art School, 
consisting of a School of Music, a School of Architecture and a School of Painting. 
He was convinced that this art school could and would play an important role in 
cementing national unity and in acting as a melting pot for all components of the 
nation. Boutros believed the times represented a kind of a cultural revolution that 
would force the Lebanese to face their responsibilities, and at the same time allow 
them to discover their potential. 

ALBA was founded in 1937 as a public institution with diplomas awarded by the 
Ministry of National Education. Alexis Boutros headed the Academy until his sudden 
passing in December 1979. He was a visionary with outstanding intelligence and 
tenacity. He certainly set an example for the national Lebanese institutions, which a 
few years after the founding of ALBA established the Lebanese University. 

Georges Haddad took over in 1979 after Alexis Boutros passed away. He had 
been his loyal assistant and right-hand man for many years. During the next 30 
years, and until his death in 2009, Georges Haddad took up the reins and devoted 
his life to the Academy. Under his leadership, new schools, departments and an 
institute were created, offering a variety of majors such as the Graphic Arts and 
Advertising department, and the School of Decorative Arts, offering majors in 2D/3D 
Animation, Illustration - Cartoon Strips, Graphic Arts and Multimedia, Graphic Arts 
and Advertising, and Photography. In 1986, the School of Painting reassessed its 
programs and became the School of Plastic Arts, and undergoing a similar process 

ALBA's historical background

in 2011, became the School of Visual Arts. The School of Cinema and Audiovisual 
Directing started its programs in 1987, while the Institute of Urban Design was 
founded in 1994. The School of Decorative Arts, founded in 1961, inaugurated the 
Product Design section in 1999. 

In spite of the terrible situation the country was going through and from the time 
George Haddad assumed office and until the 1990s, he made a point never to close 
ALBA's doors. Lectures took place in the basement of the Dekouaneh premises; 
workshops were often relocated and students would meet their teachers for 
assessments in their dwellings or wherever possible. These assessments would 
often be candle-lit due to the power shortages. 

In 1988, ALBA became the main founding faculty of the University of Balamand. A 
few of the ALBA programs have been offered on the main campus in the North since 
1990 such as Architecture, Interior Architecture and Graphic Arts. 

Georges Haddad’s love for music, and opera in particular, matches Jacquie Dardaud-
Achkar’s love of this art. They designed an innovative exercise intended for Second 
Year students of the School of Decorative Arts. The students are to  set up a show 
at the end of the academic year to illustrate work by Mozart, Ravel, Purcell and 
many others. 
From school theaters to public theaters, this unique experience brought students to 
perform on the steps of the Temple of Bacchus, in Baalbeck. They have been doing 
so every year since 2004 as guests of the International Baalbeck Festival and the 
last 3 years at the Beiteddine Festival. 

Georges Haddad has also greatly contributed to the development and widening of 
ALBA’s international relations with renowned institutions. He favored the signing of 
many partnership agreements with Art Schools abroad, establishing diversified and 
rewarding partnerships. All this has contributed to the international recognition of 
the Academy and its local and international reputation and influence .

Professor André Békhazi, Dean of ALBA since April 30, 2010, bears now the 
responsibility for ALBA's future. 
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ALBA provides multidisciplinary artistic training whose key words are versatility, 
creativity, personalized support, project work and excellence.

ALBA's curriculum focuses on a versatile approach to artistic languages. The goal is 
to enable students to master all the tools that can stimulate their creativity. Many 
graduates of ALBA, who have become precursors in their discipline, represent 
Lebanon at international events and see their works awarded.
In all ALBA' Schools, classes are human-sized, which allows students to benefit 
from personalized support from teachers.

The lessons are always taught by renowned professionals in their discipline, 
whether they are Lebanese or from abroad. Similarly, many partnership agreements 
have been signed with some of the most renowned Universities and Schools of Art 
and Architecture in Europe and North America, thanks to which teachers from these 
institutions come to conduct seminars and set up joint artistic projects at ALBA.
The pedagogy at ALBA is mainly focused on the realization of projects in workshops. 
Individualy, they offer students the opportunity to move from theory to practice; 
collective, they allow them to confront their personal points of view and to combine 
their talents.

The ultimate goal of ALBA's training is to achieve, more than a true know-how, 
excellence in the targeted practice. This major asset will allow students to fully 
express their talents and will open real prospects for them, with professional 
opportunities in Lebanon and internationally.

General principles of teaching

André Bekhazi is well acquainted with the institution he directs, since he himself 
was a student and then a teacher at the School of Architecture.
He founded his own agency in 1972, and realized more than a hundred projects of 
different nature (houses, churches, schools, sports clubs and hospitals) in Lebanon 
and abroad, he was very much involved with the College of Engineers and Architects 
of Beirut: he is a member of the council of the Order, and president of the section 
of Architects of the Order, from 2001 to 2003, and from 2009 to 2012. At the same 
time, he chairs the Amicale des Anciens de l'Alba (from 2001 to 2010), has been a 
member of the DGU (General Direction of Urbanism) since 2011, and President of 
UMAR (Union of Mediterranean Architects) since 2012.

Under the direction of André Bekhazi, the Lebanese Academy of fine arts develops, 
pedagogically, but also architecturally. The Urbanism Institute, previously open to 
master's degree holders, now offers a Bachelor's degree in Landscape Architecture, 
and a new Master's degree in Urban Design. The School of Fashion is born in 2016, 
in partnership with the prestigious ENSAV-La Cambre in Brussels and with the 
patronage of the creator Rabih Kayrouz. Also in 2016, within the School of Cinema 
and Audiovisual Direction, a TV section is created: the courses are taught in English, 
a first at Alba. At the École des Arts Décoratifs, the Design section now offers a 
Bachelor's degree in Product Design, and a Master in Global Design.
The School of Visual Arts saw a drastic change in its programs in September 
2015, to better integrate the school in the Lebanese art scene, and strengthen the 
connection between Art and Thought.

This expansion of the teaching programs at Alba is coupled with a permanent effort 
to consolidate openings abroad: the number of conventions signed with prestigious 
faculties, academies and art universities abroad, on all the continents, is in constant 
progression.
The buildings making up the Alba campus have long been neglected: the priorities 
were legitimately elsewhere, for many years...
Dean Bekhazi has relaunched the idea of expanding and modernizing the campus. 
Alba now have an urban campus ultra modern, able to accommodate a student 
workforce strengthened, ready to see flourish the fine flower of Lebanese and 
regional artistic creativity, and the crucible, the beating heart of culture and arts.



The full text of the rules is available in the student's booklet to donwload on ALBA's 
website. 

Credit Load 
The course load of a regular full time student may vary from 15 to 36 credits. 
However, the maximum load will be reconsidered if the student is on probation.

Pre-and Co-requisites 
A pre-requisite or a co-requisite may be required for a course. A pre-requisite is a 
course that must be successfully completed before you can register in the chosen 
course. A co-requisite should be completed simultaneously with the chosen course. 

Academic Advising 
An academic advisor is assigned to each student. The student should refer to his 
advisor: 
- Before the registration period
- For any question regarding his Plan of Studies 
- For any academic problem he/she may face

Student Classification 
A Second Year student must have earned 60 ECTS credits (54 credits tolerance). 
A Third Year student must have earned 120 ECTS credits (114 credits tolerance). 
Where applicable, a Fourth Year student must have earned 180 ECTS credits (174 
credits tolerance). These are the classifications that will appear on all official 
documents required.

Grading System 
A minimum of three grades is required per course 
Grading over 20 
Grades vary between 5 and 20. 
Grading over 100 
Grades vary between 40 and 100. Some works or courses have a «Pass/Fail» 
evaluation. A student with an «Incomplete» grade will be given extra time 
to complete a task. This extension cannot exceed 4 weeks after the end of the 
considered semester. 

Passing Grades 
Grades over 20: minimum passing grade for undergraduates is 10/20, 12/20 for 
graduates. Grades over 100: minimum passing grade for undergraduates is 60/100, 
70/100 for graduates. The Schools may require higher passing grades for Major 
courses. (See the “Specific Conditions for Validation of Credits” of the School). A 
course can only be repeated once. In case of a subsequent failure, the Educational 
Committee of the School will decide on the appropriate measures to be taken. 
Failed courses should be taken at the first occurrence. Petitions to contest a grade or 
a result should be submitted within a two-week period starting from the publication 
of the grade/result. Beyond this period, no complaint will be accepted. 

Dropping a Course 
A student is allowed to drop a course until the tenth week of the semester, if he 
has the approval of his/her advisor. No grade will be given to the course. It will 
nevertheless be counted as taken once. A student can drop a semester only if he 
has the approval of the Education Committee. 
When the credit load of a student falls under the 15 ECTS credits because of 
dropped courses, the Education Committee will have to decide: 
- Whether the student is allowed to continue the semester,
- If he/she should drop the whole semester,
- If he/she should be expelled from the department or the School. 

Averages 
Courses are divided into two categories: major courses and general courses. 
Four different averages are determined at the end of a semester: 
- The major average and the general average of the semester
- The major cumulative average and the general cumulative average
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Academic rules and regulations (extract)
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Mutual Respect 
The utmost respect rules the relation between ALBA students, faculty and 
administration. Any failure to observe this conduct, on anyone’s part, will be severely 
penalized. 

Attendance 
Regular attendance is expected and considered mandatory.
Any absence should be justified by a medical report or an excuse deemed valid by 
the administration. Relevant documents must reach the administration at most on 
the day of return. 

When missing in-class writings or project deadlines, and if no valid excuse is given, 
the student receives a grade of zero. A make-up test may be required. A valid 
excuse does not, however, prevent the absence from being taken into consideration. 
An absence rate of 16% is tolerated. The percentage is relative to the total number 
of teaching hours. 

Student Course Evaluations (EEE) 
Each semester, ALBA organizes course evaluations in order to involve the students in 
the process of improving the quality of the trainings. Confidentiality and anonymity 
are guaranteed by the secured software in use. EEE is mandatory. 

Plagiarism 
Plagiarism, (moral or commercial fault whereby another person’s work is deliberately 
used or appropriated without any indication of the source, thereby attempting to 
convey the impression that such work is the student’s own), is strictly forbidden. 
In case of infringement, students caught will be penalized. Sanctions can be the 
removal of a few points, giving a “zero” grade or it could lead to the permanent 
exclusion of the culprit. 

Cheating 
Cheating or attempted cheating will entail the annulment of a test/exam or even 
a whole exam session. Copying an entire project, or having someone design it for 
you, will bring about sanctions. A second offence will result in the immediate and 
permanent exclusion of the transgressor. 

Intellectual Property Right 
Students must be fully aware that the works and projects carried out during their 
studies are and will remain the intellectual property of the Académie. Thus : 
- Students will perceive no remuneration for their work, even if it is published, 
produced or broadcasted, etc. 
- Students must ask for ALBA's approval to make use of their projects.
- “Éditions de l'ALBA – Université de Balamand” is the only authorized publisher 
for students’ work.
- The participation of a project/ film in festivals, exhibitions, etc, must be approved 
and authorized by ALBA. 

Academic life
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Practical Work 
All works must clearly state the name of the student(s) submitting the project, the 
class, title and date of completion. Projects that do not meet these instructions or 
the specific requirements will not be admitted for assessment. 

Premises
Access to ALBA premises is restricted to ALBA students, faculty and staff members. 
Students are expected to keep premises clean at all times. Therefore, it is strictly 
forbidden to eat, drink or smoke in classrooms, workshops, studios, or labs. No 
graffiti allowed. Finally, the use of cell phones in classrooms and during workshops 
is strictly forbidden. 

Dress Code 
All students are expected to adhere to common practices of modesty, cleanliness 
and neatness within ALBA. Shorts and sleeveless T-shirts are not allowed for boys. 
As for girls, short dresses, skirts or tops as well as revealing low waist trousers 
are not allowed. Violation of these rules will deprive students from their right of 
attending classes and workshops. 

Sanctions 
Any infringement of ALBA rules and regulations can lead the Disciplinary Committee 
of the School - or the ALBA Disciplinary Committee, depending on the offence - 
to take severe measures. Sanctions can range from temporary suspension to the 
permanent exclusion of the student. 

Announcements 
Whenever needed, ALBA’s Administration reserves the right to inform students 
through announcements posted in the campus. Several bulletin boards are also 
available to students, displaying information about internships, job offers, cultural 
events and students’ activities. Students may also use those spaces for personal 
ads, given a prior approval. 

Student Committee and Class Representatives 

- Class Representatives 
Two class representatives are chosen by students at the beginning of the academic 
year to defend their rights before ALBA’s administration. These representatives are 
also responsible for the good management of the classes and workshops, as well 
as discipline within their group. 

- Student Committee 
The Student Committee volunteers to take part in the activities organized by ALBA 
(evenings, sports and social events). 

Student life
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Documentation center and Library 
ALBA’s Library gives its users access to all kinds of resources, on site or via its 
online catalogue: olibsrv.alba.edu/webview 

Documentary resources
- A free access to a collection of 10 000 titles in the fields of Art, Architecture, Urban 
design, Landscaping, Visual Arts, Audiovisual, Advertising and Graphic design.
- 60 periodicals providing multidisciplinary approach to education. 
- Academic works and thesis. 
- Plans, maps and aerial photos of Beirut and Lebanon. 
- Reference materials on given subjects. 

Electronic resources
ALBA’s Library provides electronic access to its users as a supplement to the existing 
resource documents: online references, database, online newspapers, digital books, 
etc. These references can be accessed on an off campus on our website 
http:// alba.edu.lb/french/Biblio by all ALBA students and professors who have 
completed an application form approved by the librarian. 
The Library is open 6 days a week, except on holidays, from 8.30 am to 7.00 pm and 
Saturdays from 8.30 am to 1.00 pm. 

Video Library
An extensive video library of over 1500 titles is also available for users who want to 
watch films and hone their cinematographic knowledge. 

Internet and e-mail
All ALBA’s computers (PC or Mac) are connected to the internet enabling users to 
access the sites and do research at all times. Each student is provided with an ALBA 
e-mail account, which acts as the main contact with the administration. E-mails can 
be checked on computers available on campus or on other similar devices. 

Social Networking
ALBA uses social media to connect with people and better communicate with 
students. Information on events (such as happenings, campus life, excursions,
projects, studies...) can be followed on the links below:

Facebook Page: facebook.com/alba.page.oficielle
Facebook Group: ALBA Groupe Of ciel 
Youtube: youtube.com/CommunicationAlba 
Twitter: twitter.com/Alba_Lebanon 
Instagram: @academielibanaisedesbeauxarts 

Cafeteria
Cafeteria is a place for exchange and dialogue for students and teachers who wish 
to have a meal or a coffee in a friendly and cheerful atmosphere. Daily specials 
along with snacks are served every day. 

Parking
ALBA’s parking space, located at the southeast entrance of the campus, is made 
available for students upon semi- annual subscription. Students receive an access 
card to the parking lot along with an ALBA sticker that both have to be posted on 
the vehicle’s windshield in a visible way. 

Film Club
Every Friday at 7 pm. ALBA’s film club brings a variety of new releases and other 
movies that may not be available in movie theaters. Entrance is free. 

Sports Clubs
ALBA’s students can become members of ALBA’s sports clubs, and join the football 
team, the basketball team and the handball team. Games and practices are 
attended by a trained coach. They take place on sports fields that are off campus. 
The recruitment procedure is carried out at the beginning of the academic year at 
the communication department. 

Services available
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Music Club
Talented students who can sing and play are welcome to join ALBA’s music club. 
All members of this club have their own space where they can practice and 
rehearse. They also organize jam sessions, attend concert screenings and musical 
documentaries and offer concerts throughout the year. 

ALBA's Events and Traditions include 
- At the beginning of the academic year, ALBA organizes a party to welcome new 
students and help them integrate the academic environment.
- ALBA’s Anniversary is on the 15th of March, the day's off. On this special occasion, 
a number of artistic and cultural activities take place on campus.
- At the end of the academic year, ALBA organizes a lively gathering, attended by 
the administrative staff, the teachers and the students in their final year of study. 

For more than twenty years, ALBA has forged partnership agreements with higher 
national schools of Art and Architecture in France, across Europe and North America 
opening doors to the best practices in arts education. The implementation of these 
agreements must ensure that the following actions are taken in both institutions: 
- Exchanging teachers and students 
- Organizing joint workshops
- Creating artistic projects 
- Receiving guest speakers
- Conducting research 

Each year, ALBA extends its network of partners by establishing new contacts with 
art schools and local and international universities. This educational exchange 
program offers ALBA’s students the chance to experience other artistic practices 
that will help them in their future endeavors. ALBA’s students are also encouraged 
to participate in all kinds of international events such as competitions, festivals and 
research workshops and often see their work appreciated and rewarded in many 
ways. 

ALBA’s schools and faculties have concluded partnership agreements with the 
following institutions: 

GERMANY
Design Akademie Berlin
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT) 
Karlsruhe University of Arts and Design (HfG) 

BELGIUM
École Nationale Supérieure des Arts Visuels, La Cambre – Bruxelles 
Université Catholique de Louvain (UCL) 

BOSNIA HERZEGOVINA
Université de Sarajevo 

CANADA 
Université de Montréal – Québec 

Partnerships
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FRANCE 
École d’Architecture de la ville et des territoires  – Marne la Vallée 
École Nationale Supérieure d’Architecture de Marseille
École Nationale Supérieure d’Architecture de Paris – Belleville
École Nationale Supérieure d’Architecture de Paris – La Villette
École Nationale Supérieure d’Architecture de Paris – Val de Seine
École Nationale Supérieure d’Architecture de Strasbourg 
Université Paris-Est Marne La Vallée : Institut Français d’Urbanisme – IFU
École Nationale Supérieure d’Arts de Paris-Cergy (E.N.S.A.P-C.) – Cergy-Pontoise
École Nationale Supérieure des Beaux-Arts – ENSBA – Lyon
École Nationale Supérieure d’Arts à la Villa Arson – Nice
École Nationale Supérieure des Arts Appliqués et des Métiers d’Art  (E.N.S.A.A.M.A.) 
École Nationale Supérieure des Arts Décoratifs (E.N.S.A.D.) – Paris
École Nationale Supérieure des Beaux-Arts (E.N.S.B.A.) – Paris
École Supérieure des Arts Appliqués Duperré (E.S.A.A. Duperré) – Paris
École Supérieure des Arts et Industries Graphiques : École Estienne – Paris 
Gobelins, l’École de l’image – Paris
École Boulle – Paris
École Bleue – Paris
École Supérieure d’Art et Design de Saint-Etienne (ESADSE)
École de Condé – Paris, Lyon, Nancy, Nice, Bordeaux
École Nationale Supérieure Louis-Lumière – Paris 
Institut National de l’Audiovisuel (INA) – Paris 
École de design Nantes Atlantique – Nantes
Haute école des arts du Rhin (HEAR) – Strasbourg

ITALY 
Università degli studi di Roma – Sapienza, Rome
 
ROMANIA
Université Nationale des Arts – Bucharest
 
SWITZERLAND
Haute École d’Art et de Design (HEAD) – Geneva
Zurich University of the Arts – Zurich 

URUGUAY
Université de la République d’Uruguay, Montevideo 

ALBA is also a member of the following organizations: 
- International Council of Graphic Design Associations (ico-D), Montréal, Québec, 
Canada
- Cumulus (International Association and Colleges of Art, Design and Media)
- DIA SUD MED, a cooperation project financed par the European Commission and 
the ESAV (Morocco) along  with ISAMM (Tunis)
- Member of « Conférence Permanente de l’Audiovisuel Méditerranéen » (COPEAM) 
and « Centre International  de Liaison des Écoles de Cinéma et de Télévision « (CILECT)
- Since 1996, IUA (ALBA’s Urban Institute) has been a member of the APERAU 
(Association pour la Promotion de l’Enseignement et de la Recherche en 
Aménagement et Urbanisme), and also a member of ECLAS (European Council of 
Landscape Architecture). IUA is currently in talks with EFLA (European Federation of 
Landscape Architecture). 
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On these sites you will find affordable housing for students:
-https://erasmusu.com/en/erasmus-beirut/student-housing
-https://www.petitfute.com/v50024-beyrouth/c1166-hebergement/c158-
hotel/204368-foyer-la-sagesse.html
-https://www.airbnb.fr/s/Sin-El-Fil--Liban/homes?allow_override%5B%5D=&s_
tag=ILKt7OfE
-https://www.facebook.com/search/top/?q=apartments%20in%20beirut%20
(for%20renters%20and%20rentees)

Girls dorms
Résidence Claude Ghanem: Ras el nabeh Damascus road
Tel: +9613221272 / Email: intcom@dm.net.lb 

Foyer des Sœurs Antonines
Sœur Estelle 01 202 630 

Darouna: Furn el Chebbak, Saint Nohra street
Tel: +9611290958- +9613800138 / E-mail: cl-baabdai@hotmail.com 
Contact: Père Georges Akké
 
Résidence des Soeurs Franciscaines: Museum road, Badaro
Tel: +9611380340
Contact: Mme Kousar

Boys dorms
Foyer Fahmé: Damascus road
Tel: +9611614010
Contact:  M. George Salameh
 
Résidence Saint Antoine le grand: Lebanon's street, Sodeco
P. Charbel Chahine
Tel : +9611201345 / E-mail : jdaher@voila.fr

Résidence Saint-Vincent de Paul: Achrafieh Sassine, Azarieh
Tel: +9611201899

Mixt dorms
Résidence de l’archevêché grec-catholique: Damascus road
Tel : +961 (1) 616104 – 109 

Mme Viviane Audi: Geitawi, Beirut
Tel: +9614920576

Résidence Sagesse: Sagesse road, Ashrafieh
Tel: +9611562100
Contact:  Mme Hayek

You will find many foreign exchange bureaus in Hamra, Mar Mikhael and Gemmayzeh.
The exchange rate is fixed to 1500 LL.  which is equivalent to 1$. 
You can legally use both currencies across the country.

Currency

Where to stay
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Beirut has a collective taxi network called “service”.
The cost of the ride is LL 2,000 per person. For longer distances, drivers can double 
the initial price of the ride and request LL 4,000 for 2 “services”. The “service” will 
drop you as close to your destination as possible but will hardly take you to the 
exact address. If you want to be dropped off at a specific location, you must ask for 
a taxi. The average taxi journey (non-collective) is LL 10,000 but some of the drivers 
will not hesitate to ask for more, you can therefore rely on taxi companies who offer 
their services at reasonable prices.You can also find Uber in Lebanon!
Trust Taxi +961 (0) 1 613 573
Charlie Taxi +961 (0) 1 285710
Allo Taxi 1213
Queen Taxi +961 (0) 1 423340

In Beirut there is also a bus system that can be very economical but quiet unreliable 
and sometimes very slow.

Sin el fil
Mazzat 
Mkalles Roundabout, Sin El Fil, Metn
Cuisines: Lebanese, Fast Food, Shawarma, Falafel
01 492177 / 03 088883

Mr. International 
Horsh Tabet, Boulevard Sainte Rita, Behind Fransabank
Cuisines: American, Fast Food
Super sandwiches, Hunger Hits By NRJ
01 488381

Roadster diner 
LeMall, Ground Floor, Dimitri Al Hayek Street, Sin El Fil, Metn
Cuisines: American, Burger, Healthy Food
1585 / 01 484330

Crepaway 
Hilton Habtoor Grand Hotel, Ground Floor, Sin El Fil, Metn
Cuisines: American, Burger, Desserts
1595

Mayline 
Parallel Towers, Bloc B, Ground Floor, Barbar Abou Jawdeh Street, Sin El Fil, Metn
Cuisines: American, French, Continental
01 501881

Joseph Restaurant 
Sayde Street
Cuisines: Lebanese, Fast Food, Shawarma
Super sandwiches
01 510520 / 01 481891

Transport facilities Where to eat
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Gemmayze/ Mar Mikhael 
Seza: Spicy meats at a stylish Armenian Bistro. Patriarch Arida Street, next to the 
Spoiler Centre, Mar Mikhael | Tel: +961 (0) 1 570711/ +961 (0) 3 251257 
Em Nazih: Cheap homecooked Lebanese food from a canteen-style café. Gemmayze, 
Rue Pasteur between Coral gas station and Loge restaurant | Tel: +961 (0) 1 562509/ 
+961 (0) 3 080379
Urbanista: A café with wifi access and an outdoor seating area. Yanni Bldg, Gouraud 
Street, Gemmayze | Tel: +961 (0) 1 567811
Radio Beirut: This radio café and bar serves as a platform for local and regional 
artists to showcase their skills live on an online radio station. Mar Mikhael, Nahr 
Street | www.radiobeirut.net
Anise: A Mar Mikhael haunt that offers cocktails and tasty bar snacks. Alexander 
Fleming Street | Mar Mikhael | Tel: +961 70 977926 
Demo: a bar-café that features live music and performances. Lebnan Street, 
Gemmayze | Tel: +961 (0) 3 958504

Internazionale: A cool bar that started the nightlife shift from Gemmayze to Mar 
Mikhael. The sister bar of Torino.
Torino: One of the coolest, smallest bars in Beirut. Gouraud Street Gemmayze | Tel: 
+961 (0) 3 611101

Hamra 
Regusto: Restaurant/ Pub, Armenian and other foods. Hamra Square, Floor 1, next 
to Starbucks on Hamra Street
Bardo and Jai: Restaurant/ Pub, fusion Mediterranean-Asian food, free wifi. Mexico 
Street, next to Haigazian University and Trad Hospital, off Clémenceau Street | Tel: 
+961 (0) 1 752320
Café Younes: Local chain of coffee shops with free wifi, open all day until early 
evening. Off Hamra Street next to Orient Watches
Casablanca: Located in Ain El Mreisse, fusion Mediterranean-Asian organic food, 
great brunches. Open for lunch and dinner, closed on Mondays
Kababji: Good quality fast food, the 1st is located in Hamra main street beside Al 
Madina Theatre, and the 2nd is located in Sassine Square. It serves all kinds of 
meat and Lebanese mezze
Barbar: 24/7 Lebanese fast food. Spears Street
Sporting Club: Private beach club with two pools, café and restaurant. Entry costs 
around $20 - $25. Near Al-Manara Stadium, Raouché | Tel: +961 (0) 1 742481
Dar Bistro & Books: A calm restaurant-café and bookshop, tucked away behind 
Hamra. Roma Street, next to Inter Design Building | Tel: +961 (0) 1 373348/ +961 
76 158429
Bread Republic: An artisan bakery and that also serves hearty Italian-style food. 
Hamra Main Street facing Audi Bank in the narrow alley next to Radio Shack, 
Nehme Yafet Street | Tel: +961 (0) 1 739040 | Opening hours daily 7:30am-11pm



- Police 112
- Ambulance (Red Cross) 140
- Civil defense 125
- On-call doctor  +961 (0) 3 497730
- American University Hospital, Hamra, Beirut +961 (0) 1 350000
- Airport Information desk +961 (0) 1 628000 or 150 (from Lebanon)

Nearby hospitals
- Saint Joseph Hospital, Dora, Metn +961 (0) 1 240 111
- Saint George Hospital, Ashrafieh, Beirut +961 (0) 1 441 000
- Hôtel Dieu de France, Ashrafieh, Beirut +961 (0) 1 615 300 
 
Nearby drugstores
- Samaha Pharmacy, Dekouaneh, Metn +961 (0) 1 692 208
- Slaf Pharmacy, Dekouaneh, Metn +961 (0) 1 686 559
- Jisr el Wati Pharmacy, Sin el Fil, Beirut +961 (0) 1 488 178
- Wardiyeh Drugstore, Hamra, Beirut (open 24/7)  +961 (0) 1 737944 

Embassies
- German Embassy
Maghzal Building Near Jesus and Mary High School
Rabieh / Mtaileb B.P. 2820  Beirut
(+961) (4) 935 000
info@beirut.diplo.de / www.beirut.diplo.de
 - French Embassy
Rue de Damas, Espace des Lettres Ras El-Nabaa
+961 (1) 42 00 00 / cad.beyrouth-amba@diplomatie.gouv.fr / ambafrance-lb.org
- Swiss Embassy
Imm. Bourj Al-Ghazal Avenue Fouad Chéhab Achrafié
(+961) 1 324 129 / bey.vertretung@eda.admin.ch / www.eda.admin.ch/beirut

Emergency numbers / Useful Adresses

- Belgium Embassy
Bâtiment Lazarieh - bloc A, 10ème étage, rue Emir Béchir
BP 11-1600 Riad El Solh, Beirut / (+961) (1) 97.60.01
beirut@diplobel.fed.be / lebanon.diplomatie.belgium.be
- Canadian Embassy
Autoroute Jal El Dib, B.P. 60163 Jal El Dib /  (961-4) 726700
- Italian Embassy
Route du Palais Presidentiel 2902 2633, Baabda P.O. Box 57 Beirut
 (+961) 5 954 955 / amba.beirut@esteri.it / www.ambbeirut.esteri.it
- Romanian Embassy
Route du Palais Présidentiel Baabda B.P. 40227 Beirut
 (+961) 5 924 848 (+961) 5 924 849 / beirut@mae.ro / beirut.mae.ro
- Uruguayan Embassy
Rue Banque du Liban, centre Stella Maris, 7th Floor P.O. Box 2051 Beirut
(+961) 9 636 529 / 30 / urulibano@mrree.gub.uy / uruliban@dm.net.lb 
www.embauruguaybeirut.org
- Bosnia-Herzégovina Consulat
Allenby Street, Bldg 136 Beirut (+961) 1 991 818 / issa@iaalo.com

Alba
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